We present an approach to calculate scalar and tensor gravity utilizing the massively parallel architecture of consumer graphics cards. Our parametrization is based on rectilinear blocks with constant density within each blocks.
A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t
clusions and strategies for this relatively simple problem can be applied to 51 other problems and other massively parallel architectures. Before we describe 52 the details of our implementation we will discuss the basic equations of the 53 gravimetry problem for rectilinear blocks. We will then show the performance 54 of our approach for a number of scenarios and discuss the implications for 55 forward modeling and inversion of gravimetric data. 56
Basic equations 57
The two quantities that are mainly used in gravimetry surveys, are the vertical gravitational acceleration U z , i.e. the vertical derivative of the gravitational potential U and the gravitational tensor Γ, i.e. the tensor of second spatial derivatives,
With the nomenclature shown in Figure 1 the equation for the effect of a single prism of density ρ on the vertical gravitational acceleration U z is (Li and Chouteau, 1998)
μ ijk x i ln(y j + r ijk ) + y j ln(
and for two elements of the gravimetry tensor it is
A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t where
We can calculate all other elements of the gravimetry tensor by permutation of the coordinate axes (e.g. Li and Chouteau, 1998; Nagy et al., 2000) , in addition the tensor is symmetric so that we only have to calculate 6 instead of all 9 tensor elements. Theoretically, we even only have to calculate 5 elements, as the diagonal terms of the tensor are related by Poisson's equation
However, we calculate all three diagonal elements independently as this gives 58 us an indication of the numerical precision of the results. 59 Scalar and tensor gravity calculation are well known linear problems and therefore in both cases a term that is purely determined by the geometry of the cell is multiplied by the density of the cell (e.g. Nagy et al., 2000).
Also, the effect of several prisms is simply the sum of the contributions of a single cell. We can therefore write the forward calculation as a vectormatrix multiplication between the model vector of density values m and the
Here each row of G corresponds to one observed quantity, i.e. a measurement 60 of the vertical acceleration or an element of the gravimetric tensor. The 61 resulting data vector d contains the data resulting from the model. We 62 A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t therefore have two parts in the calculation of the forward problem, 1) the 63 calculation of the elements of G and 2) the evaluation of the matrix vector 64 product. 65
Implementation 66
Before we describe the details of our implementation we have to clarify the 67 standard nomenclature for the CUDA interface and briefly explain the archi-68 tecture. A function that can be executed on the GPU is called a kernel and is 69 described by the extended C-syntax kernelname<<<dimGrid,dimBlock>>>(Parameters). The further computational strategy depends on the context in which the 141 calculation is performed. For pure forward modeling the most efficient ap-142 proach is to perform a scalar multiplication between the current row of the 143 sensitivity matrix and the vector of densities on the GPU to obtain the cur-144 rent datum and then discard the sensitivity information. In this case we min-145 imize both the storage requirements and the number of transfers between the 146 memory of the GPU and the main memory. In an inversion context however 147 it is beneficial to store the sensitivity matrix, if possible, for two reasons. 148
First, as long as the geometry does not change we can calculate the data 149 for models with varying density distributions by a matrix-vector product as 150 shown in Equation 6. We will show the acceleration we can achieve with this 151 below. Second, we can use the sensitivity matrix to perform Gauss-Newton 152 type inversion. We therefore always transfer the current row of the sensitiv-153 ity matrix from the GPU to main memory, then perform the scalar product 154 on the CPU and let the main application decide whether this row should be 155 stored for later use or discarded. In the performance section we will assess 156 the cost of the additional transfers. 157
The implementation for the gravimetric tensor is similar to the scalar 158 implementation. We only have to replace the calculation of the geometric 159 term with the appropriate mathematical expressions and preserve the 6 inde-160 pendent rows of the sensitivity matrix when copying from the GPU to main 
Performance 163
In this section we demonstrate the performance gain we can achieve with 164 our GPU based implementation. All tests were run on a Intel Q6600 with 165 2.4GHz, 4GB of main memory and a NVidia GTX260 graphics card which 166 has 192 processor cores and 896 MB of onboard memory with a bandwidth 167 of 111.9 GB/s. This is the cheapest graphics card that can handle double 168 precision computations that we use throughout the comparison and is readily 169 available in standard consumer PCs. 170
We compiled the main code with the GNU compiler collection version The graph for the full tensor calculation in Figure 5 shows the same 234 general behavior as for the scalar data. Although we now calculate 6 elements 235 A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t of the tensor, the calculation time only increases by a factor of two compared 236 to the scalar data. The reason for this is the simpler structure of the equations 237 for the elements of the tensor. This result also shows that the calculations on 238 the CPUs are essentially dominated by the evaluation of the mathematical 239 functions and not by memory transfers. As before we observe a nearly linear 240 increase of the calculation time with model size for the calculations with 241 one processor and, apart from some overhead for small models, also for four 242
processors. 243
The transition from constant calculation time to linear increase for the 244 GPU calculation again occurs at a model size of 3,000 parameters. This is 245 because we calculate the 6 elements of the tensor in strictly serial order. The 246 structure of the calculation in terms of parallelization is therefore the same 247 as for the scalar case. The acceleration through the GPU for the tensor case 248 is a factor of 30 compared to 1 processor of the CPU. Due to the simpler 249 structure of the equations and the larger amount of data we have to transfer, 250 the acceleration is not quite as high in this case as for the scalar case, but 251 still significant. 252
As the FTG calculations require the most transfers of sensitivity infor-253 mation between the GPU and general memory, we use these calculations to 254 assess the cost of the memory transfers. For each independent element of the 255 gravimetric tensor, we transfer a row of the sensitivity matrix from the GPU 256
to the CPU. Profiling shows that for models with 10 6 parameters the code 257 only spends 1% of its time for these memory transfers and this behavior is 258 therefore not critical for the performance. 259
Finally, we examine the numerical precision of the results. 
Conclusions 281
The calculation of the scalar and tensorial forward response of large den-282 sity models can be efficiently parallelized and accelerated by performing the 283 calculation on a standard consumer GPU. Our tests show that it is important 284 A c c e p t e d m a n u s c r i p t perform the calculations with double precision to obtain reliable results. In 285 this case we achieve accelerations of a factor of 40 for scalar data and a factor 286 of 30 for tensorial data with more than 3,000 model parameters, respectively. 287
For the tested cases the number of threads per execution block has only a 288 minor impact on the performance. 289 This is a significant improvement, particularly when considering the rel-290 atively low cost of these graphics cards. Our approach allows to quickly 291 calculate the response for different density distributions as required, for ex-292 ample, in a joint inversion without storing sensitivity information. Although 293 utilizing the sensitivity information accelerates the calculation further, even 294 modern computers cannot store the sensitivity matrix for large models. Fur-295 thermore, even then we have to calculate the sensitivities once which can be 296 performed using the GPU based algorithm. 297
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